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The big
picture

A new supersized
sculpture is a
welcome alternative
to public ‘plonk’ art.

D

ion Horstmans specialises in
threedimensional abstract
geometric sculptures;
tensile, exploded structures
with titles like Voltage,
Galactic, Rolling Thunder and Raptor.
Typically sized to sit nicely above a mid
century credenza, or perhaps a Poliform bed,
each piece is a powdercoated wire nexus
intended to evoke notions of speed, of objects
making shapes in space.
One such work by the Sydneybased artist
will soon nestle between two buildings on the
western end of Melbourne’s Collins Street, at
the entrance to the city’s Docklands district.
Scheduled for completion in June, the
65 metrelong structure will be immediately
recognisable as the artist’s work, supersized.
It is a rare example of public art being
integrated into a building’s structure; designed
to sit within the fabric of the city itself.
Horstmans’s Supersonic installation spans
Village street, between Tower One and the
Lantern building of the Collins
Square development. With two
structural touch points to
ground and five anchors to the
two buildings, it is composed of
91 steel tubes and weighs
56 tonnes – a feat of engineering
as well as artistry. Horstmans
considers it “most definitely an
artwork. It is totally coherent

with my work as a whole. But then, it
definitely has an engineered, performative
role too.” He scaled it up at a ratio of 1:45
from a model that was the size of his more
usual artworks.
The brief was to create a functional
transition between the buildings, providing
not just sightthrough but shelter from the
elements as shoppers and workers move from
one zone to another. Symbolically, it was to
be a zappy new “event”, creating a
ceremonial entrance to the Docklands area.
Docklands has a vigorous public art
program (works along its Public Art Walk
include Cow Up A Tree by John Kelly and
Blowhole by Duncan Stemler), but the
$2.5 million Supersonic was commissioned
directly by Collins Square developer Walker
Corporation more than a year ago. The
square is a $1.8 billion commercial mixeduse
development that will eventually take up an
entire block at the nonParis end of Collins
street. Two of five towers are completed; the
third will be finished in late 2016.
“Supersonic will be a dramatic yet
practical canopy that very much forms a part
of our master plan,” says Michael Spence,
general manager Collins Square. “It’s
definitely not what we’d call ‘plonk’ art. It
will activate the whole precinct.”
There are some great pieces of urban art
around – Mikala Dwyer’s Egg Swing at
Sydney’s Royal Women’s Hospital, Jamie

North’s A Newer Gold Mountain in
Melbourne’s Albert Park, James Angus’s
majestic blobs at 1 Bligh Street, Sydney – but
there are also some monumental disasters.
“Successful public art should not look like
an allbutirrelevant and often lastminute
addendum to a public space,” says art
consultant Virginia Wilson. The way to go,
she says, “is to involve artists, designers and
consultants early on in the process to ensure
thorough integration of an artwork into the
logic of a space”.
Wilson’s clients include Deutsche Bank,
Lend Lease, Aldi and the NSW Attorney
General’s Department, for whom she
negotiated the integration of Gary Carsley’s
Pharmacopeia of the Burramatta into the
department’s twostorey lobby of the
Parramatta Justice Precinct Offices.
Carsley’s impressive photo on glass gets a
lot of exposure on the ABC’s legal drama,
Janet King.
As for Horstmans, he is, quite rightly,
chuffed. Born in New Zealand and raised in
the Cook Islands, he is attracted to bold,
graphic lines and violent, almost totemic
colours. He has for two decades explored the
graphic potential of abstract geometry,
usually in domesticsized works. To be able
to meander through one of his own pieces
is, he says, “awesome. It’s a massive beast,
and to walk around in it is to enter a whole
other world.” n

Out there: sculptor Dion
Horstmans (above); a computer
generated image of Supersonic,
the installation in Collins Street
(main picture).
More of the artist’s works: (left to
right): Raptor, Voltage and Galactic.
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